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J T. Black began teaching an engineering course on manufacturing system design in 1983 at the University of Alabama in Huntsville. He decided to call the course integrated manufacturing production systems. The course title suggested that the manufacturing system be integrated with critical control functions that normally reside in the production system.

Integrated manufacturing production systems became a strategy for the redesign of an existing factory into a factory with a future. This strategy is based on a linked-cell manufacturing system that provides for a continuous flow (or smooth movement) of materials through a plant. While some may disagree, there is strong evidence that the linked-cell system was invented at the Toyota Motor Company by vice president of manufacturing, Taiichi Ohno, who referred to it as the Toyota Production System. This system was simple and flexible for even complex products like automobiles. Many U.S. companies have since implemented the strategy in various forms.

In Lean Manufacturing Systems and Cell Design, the authors examine the implementation of lean manufacturing by many companies. The lean production strategy stands in marked contrast to the well-advertised computer-integrated manufacturing approach.

Recently much has been written about agile manufacturing, which means a company is able to respond quickly to changes in the marketplace and bring new products to market quickly by using advanced versions of computer-integrated manufacturing. However, computerizing an existing system does not make it agile or integrated. Companies that successfully implement some version of Ohno's system are agile. This book presents that experience in a logical ten-step methodology.

The ten-step method embodies lean manufacturing, setup reduction, and pull production-control methodologies. Quality control, production control, inventory control, and machine-tool maintenance are also integrated into the linked-cell manufacturing system. This methodology produces superior quality at a low cost, with minimum throughput time. It provides the proper structure for automation to solve quality or capacity problems. The new word for this is autonomaation.

The authors believe the linked-cell manufacturing system is the manufacturing system of the future. Common practice in the future will be to link manufacturing with assembly cells. In the 1990s, companies implemented manned cells that used multifunctional workers who walked from machine to machine. Cells are designed to be flexible so they can readily adapt to changes in product design and product demand. They can be readily integrated with the critical control functions. Cells that make families of parts using a set (or group) of manufacturing processes replace the functional job shop structure.

The last time an industrial revolution happened in manufacturing systems was in 1913 when the world came to Detroit to see the Ford Motor Company's moving assembly line. The linked-cell system Ohno invented was a logical extension of the Ford system. Ohno
studied and understood how the system of mass production functioned. However, he recognized that the Ford system was designed to handle large volumes of the same parts with no variety. Over time, a new system invented by Ohno emerged. This new manufacturing system evolved into a hybrid of the flow shop and the job shop designs. The Ohno system was designed to handle large or small volumes of a variety of parts using the same economies of volume as the Ford system. Many people now say that Ford invented lean production. This is simply not so; the inventor of lean manufacturing was Ohno, and he should be so recognized.

Ohno got the idea for his kanban system after visiting an American supermarket, where he observed people pulling goods from the shelves to fill their shopping carts. The empty space on the shelf was the signal for the stock person to restock by reordering cases of the consumed item. In effect, the shopper provided a totally flexible final assembly for the custom order. In applying this idea to manufacturing, Ohno developed a system whereby downstream use of parts dictated upstream production rates. The materials were pulled through the factory by consumption of parts in final assembly. An empty cart returned to the manufacturing point was the signal to make more parts. Ohno quickly discovered that it was more productive to move machines closer together so that the workers could make one, check one, and pass it on to the next machine. Thus, manufacturing cells evolved through the factory-wide desire to eliminate waste. There is no record of Toyota using group technology, a well-known method for finding families of parts around which cells can be designed.

Many decision-makers have resisted converting to lean manufacturing because it is not high-tech or they perceive that it may be difficult to implement. However, lean production may severely impact the political and social structure of the entire company. It takes many reasons for a company to undertake such an effort and many excuses for not doing it. However, this much is clear: companies that have the courage to undertake this change will be survivors—the factories with a future. Those who resist will become history.
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